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Timecode Content 

0:20 He had his own company, so some flexibility, and he was working with 
Col Putt in his civilian company, developing Blue Force Tracker.  
Information management expert.  He was a senior captain at his unit, 
waiting for AOC. Had already been a squadron commander.  Blue Force 
Tracker—a way of mitigating friendly fire casualties by putting GPS 
tracking units in each vehicle. Then put this information on a digital 
battlefield map so commander knows where his forces are in relation 
to reported enemy, use of firepower etc.   

2:20 Not so much volunteering… the option was strongly presented with a 
hit of the ramifications on the career potential for him.  This is the next 
logical extension.  “Col Putt had a way of convincing you that it was 
your idea. So by the end of all this work I was fully on board.”  The 
challenge was to balance the contracts he had in place through his 
business.  “Definitely the best thing I ever did in my life.” 

3:25 It was a real problem for him due to significant financial 
responsibilities.  Col Putt got involved to help smooth out his time 
commitments.   “I probably worked as long pre-training as I did 
overseas.  The impact on my family was pretty significant.” 

4:40 “I told my wife when we got married, I’m a soldier and I’m going 
overseas and she said ‘I’ll give you one tour’.”  This tour was perfect 
because a lot of SALH were going, perfect role for him.  Children were 
too young to appreciate what he was doing. “My dad, it took a pretty 
significant toll on him.  Very emotional through whole tour.  Rightly 
concerned.  He was like John Wayne, but I’ll tell you he was awful 
broken up.  Whenever I called, he’s was pretty broken up.  In tears.  A 
pretty emotional time for him.  And my oldest son, in the unit at the 
time, was OK with it.  He was pretty strong.  The lessons we were 
learning, we were learning them hard.”  It was all new at that point, 
rough on the people back home. 

6:40 Training?  Had to do basic infantry tactics, but also had responsibility to 
setup the new digital command post concept, developing the battle 
rhythm.  They ran scenario after scenario, harsh incidents, stress-
testing people through sleep deprivation.  He was doing this…. And 
going to his civilian job.  Developing the protocols.  Hard but rewarding 
work. 

8:20 The US equivalent was Falconview at the time.   They thought this 
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would help in the National Command Element, and started to build on 
the concept and had a first cut in mid-2005 that he believes Putt “sold” 
to BGen Fraser prior to the deployment.  “There  were no tools  or 
synchronization of data before this.”  Putt gathered other talented 
digital communications people, voice over internet protocol,  servers in 
a can to deploy as standalone turn-key systems.  It was the start of the 
big digital adoption in a theatre of war.   

11:05 He never saw the American system, but the Brits were frequent visitors 
to the Canadian headquarters to see how the digital system worked.  
The Dutch too. 

12:10 Expectations?  Didn’t know what to expect.  Good combo:  armoured 
officer with information technology expertise.  They reviewed Soviet 
convoy tactics.  Trained soldier to use Gunfighter program to fight from 
outside their vehicles, instead of from inside their vehicles as Soviets 
had done (unsuccessfully in many cases). 

13:50 Digital CP introduction went well in first few weeks.  They planned to 
go out via convoy to smaller sites in theatre.  “The convoys were 
inherently dangerous.”  Kabul was an example.  Troops just left the gate 
without briefings or planning, so they imposed new rules and 
procedures.  He trained every crewman in Kabul in new procedures.  
Tightened it up.   They didn’t have grenades, smoke or M72s as basic 
elements, located in common locations.  Probably the reason he was 
asked to stay for the next roto, to train the crews escorting VIPs.  Didn’t 
expect to do this, but it was the best thing he did over there. 

16:30 “I wanted to validate the 20 years I’d put into the army so far. “ It’s a lot 
different when it’s real, but first time bullets fly and how you react… “I 
wanted to know I could do it for real.  That I could do it.  Kind of a 
selfish thing, but it is what it is. I was really keen.” 

17:40 First impressions?  Desolate.  Like a moon, nothing alive.  Brown. 
Disrepair. No lights but fire.  No infrastructure.  No animals.  Every dog 
you see, you want to put it out of its misery.  Even birds. Aggressive 
magpies. Everything about the place was harsh.”  At first, the people 
would run into their homes when the Canadians rolled through.  
Midway through the tour they finally emerged.  “I knew we were 
making inroads when I saw my first female Afghans and they didn’t run 
away.”  At first, kids threw rocks at them, hitting soldiers in the head 
with a boulder.  It’s the kids.  Later, they’re waving, not throwing rocks.  
A huge transition from Jan/Feb to June/July timeframe.  “Impact on the 
soldiers was night and day.  A reassurance we were making a 
difference.  Gratifying.” 

20:40 Children?  It never bothered him, the effects of war on adults who’d 
picked up guns or driven vehicles with explosives.  “What shook me up 
all the time was the effects of war on children.”  In Kabul, he ran 
training convoys through central markets.  “The kids would come up 
and you’d see the scars on their faces.  The effects of war.  Burns.  
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Missing fingers.  Missing limbs.  Invalid children. Heartbreaking.  Very 
hard on soldiers to see that.”  When they were on the rifle range with 
Afghan soldiers, a wave of children would come out of nowhere to pick 
up the brass casings.  The Afghan soldiers wouldn’t necessarily stop 
firing, which drove BGen Fraser “out of his mind.  Stop-stop-stop!”  He 
can’t imagine children being shot for a pound of brass.  It’d just tear you 
apart. 

23:45 Job title?  Staff officer to the deputy commander of the NCE, very close 
to Col Putt. He also looked at the information gaps, how to link the bad 
guys to each other.  So they developed a program to create a web-
linking matrix using the contact information found in captured 
cellphones, to link people to their contacts.  Other data harvesting 
techniques too. 

25:25 He was completely motivated at the time.  “Every time we got an a-ha 
moment, it was bigger in its ramifications.”  They helped Brit MPs in 
similar fashion.   “It was eye-opening on how many skills are really 
needed to do a good job.” 

26:30 Reg/Reserve mix?  No animosity. A good mix. Half the headquarters 
was reservists, in senior roles.  Mutual respect, in part because of the 
new ideas and new concepts reservists brought in.  He never saw a 
problem.  But he did notice “out of trade” issues… non-armoured guys 
thinking they were armoured guys, “which led to bad practices we had 
to crush.  Such as communication people believing speed equals safety 
in a convoy.”  No, he says, you need to dominate ground, plan, vary 
speed.  “We had to go to war over this with some people.”  It didn’t hurt 
that he was speaking for Col Putt “every time I opened my mouth.” 

29:20 Signs of stress?  People react to stress differently in a combat situation.  
Not like work stress.  It’s working hard and having to hit the bunkers 
several times a day due to rocket attacks, sometimes three times a day 
for 36 out of 39 days.  “Some guys couldn’t take the uncertainty and 
they were literally coming apart.  Not sleeping, which affected their day 
jobs.  Inability to focus.  Some obvious signs that we started to look for. 
Some decompression required.”  There was no decompression 
available for a 48 or 96-hour period, because travel time was two days 
to get to Mirage and back.  And nothing to do on the base except “dodge 
the rockets.  So a day off on the base was not a day off, wearing full 
protective equipment and hearing the alarms.  So people worked.  Then 
slept.” 

31:45 Outside the wire?  He was lucky, OTW virtually every week.  For a 
number of reasons: doing convoys, escorting Col Putt to a meeting [He 
says to Camp Mirage, but this could be an error, since it’s in Dubai] .  
But there were others who spent six or nine months inside the wire.  
Just home for leave.  “That had to apply additional stress on them.” 

33:15 Leave? He had two small kids and one older son.  He planned to go 
home to Edmonton.  But the SALH hosted Countess of Wessex to Banff, 
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so his leave was escorting Col Putt during her  visit and while he 
briefed people in Canada about the operations overseas.  Consequently, 
Steele only had about 5-6 days with his family.  “Just enough time that 
my wife didn’t throw me out.” 

34:25 Returning to Afghanistan?  “Afghanistan changes everybody.  I don’t 
care who you are.  You don’t look at people the same way.  Threat 
assessments.  My wife wouldn’t let me drive after the first days.  I 
would dominate the roads.  I was too uncomfortable.  Too many 
threats.  I was a menace to the citizens of Edmonton.  It has a profound 
effect.  You can’t sleep through the night.  Unsettling.  Can’t sit in a 
restaurant with my back to the door.  My job was always to be watching 
the Colonel’s back, circling and moving.”  He was present when Capt 
Trevor Green was attacked by a man with an axe.  He conducted the 
investigation and learned a great deal from it.  At home he never slept 
more than four hours at a time.  “Windows open, you hear a car in the 
alley, and you are up.”  This is all during his HLTA. 

37:15 Memorable incident? A lot.  On one convoy from Bagram to Kabul they 
had three IEDs.  “That was my validation day.  Knowing everything 
we’d done, we’d done right.”  Varied their speed, to throw off attackers’ 
markers.  His lead vehicle picked up on rock piles (aiming markers) by 
the roadside, new.  Did perfect drills through a ditch at one point.  
Spotted a number of artillery shells wired-up, which they avoided.  At 
Bagram, they turned around and encountered two technical (pickups 
with weapons) shadowing them.  “All the briefings, all the drills we’d 
done…no injuries.  Fantastic.  That was validation day.” 

40:00 To deal with technical, they confirmed if they were police or Afghan 
army, advised the quick reaction force etc. 

40:50 How satisfying?  “I didn’t want to come home!  If I didn’t have the 
family, I would have stayed for the next roto.  I was asked to be BGen 
Fraser’s executive assistant to run his tactical headquarters, but Col 
Putt wouldn’t permit. “ He did wind up training BGen Hetherington’s 
crews, as described earlier.  “I got to see a truly professional army grow 
and develop, the team to take precedence over individuals.  It is the 
most memorable time of my life and it has had the most impact on me.  
It guides me for the rest of my life.  I don’t even know how I would 
complain about anything anymore.  You look at those people and the 
conditions they live under, and I’ve got nothing to complain about.”  

42:55 His superiors “were awesome”.  He watched how they did man 
management, leadership and functioned at senior level.  “They were the 
cream of the crop, the reason the people below them grew so strong.  
Col Conrad, Col Putt.  Absolute professionals.”  Lesson learned?  In 
Kabul, the Strategic Advisory Team consisted of a colonel, several other 
officers.  They went there a few times.  They had a dog in the SAT 
house, rescued from the Afghans, who didn’t like dogs.   When the SAT 
was due to redeploy, they made a plan to get the dog to Canada, rather 
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than give it back to the Afghans, because on several occasions it had 
alerted them to threats.  “No different than any other soldier.  Dog, 
civilian, security.  How we treat them is the measure of our legacy.  If 
it’s selfish and short-sighted, people see that.”  Dog was transported to 
Ontario, but he declines to give the specific details. 

46:40 When he brought forward his concerns about Kabul convoys, Col Putt 
charged him with fixing it. “We were a kick-ass team.  A slick group in 
Kabul, running convoys to Bagram.  No casualties.  Disciplined return 
fire policies.”  One day they actually noticed enemy casings on the top 
of their vehicles, they’d been fired on from above. But leaders pushed 
down responsibility to junior levels and supported them. 

48:30 Homecoming?  The bad part of his tour, from the Canadian 
administration perspective.  He had a cough he couldn’t get rid off.  He 
was coughing so hard he was breaking blood vessels in his eye.  
Couldn’t drive or work.  During his decompression leave he was 
quarantinged for tuberculosis.  But it wasn’t TB.  He found out what it 
was by alternate means five years later.  But civilian reception, 
accompanied by two CF18s, “that’s something I’ll never forget.  Feeling 
safe coming home.” The city police, the yellow ribbons on the trees 
along 97th Street in Edmonton.  The firefighters with flags.  “Canada 
isn’t an overt patriotic nation, but when they come out, they come out 
hard.  Hundreds of people lining the route. I couldn’t believe it.  That 
part was fantastic.  Sigh of relief from my dad.  Crying for 20 minutes.  
He’s hugged me five times in 25 years.  Jesus, get away from me!  A 
powerful statement.  Something I’ll always remember about my dad.” 

51:45 He didn’t go to Cyprus for decompression.  He was quarantined in 
Canada.  He didn’t go to Cyprus because he was out of sync with his 
rotation, so there was no decompression centre open to him. 

52:50 Transition?  Yeah… It was difficult.  The pace of switching from full 
throttle to zero.  “You were always on, no mistakes.  Go, go, go to …’so 
what are we going to do today?’ I guess that’s what the decompression 
is for.” He’d be hard on his family.  Walking around, mowing the lawn at 
2 am.  Until a couple of weeks in.  “Really, really, really jumpy.”  They 
went to Disneyland to decompress, but at the front gate he meets the 
provost marshall from his tour.  And then the fireworks started… “the 
last fireworks I’d had were the RPGs slamming into the Hesco bunkers.  
All the noise was unsettling.  Hard to slide into.”  He’s not a big drinker. 
It was months before he could sleep a full night, or have the windows 
open.  He hasn’t gone camping in 11 years.  Integration… it takes time. 
It might be easier for Reservists, who get away from the military.  “I 
think I’m OK though.” 

56:30 “It’s fundamentally changed me.  I don’t complain about anything any 
more.  It puts work stress into perspective.  Nobody’s dying.  I’m chosen 
a lot for jobs because of this calm perspective on problems. Don’t flip 
out.  My value system absolutely changed from there.  Not a 
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fundamentally different guy, but fundamentally refined.  People’s rights 
and responsibilities.  I’m less… agreeable to suffering fools lightly now. 
But I am absolutely aligned to the Canadian values system.  The army 
ethos is the right ethos. I give the annual ethics lectures to my unit.  I 
live the lessons I learned every day.” 

58:40 Professional development? I get it.  I understand what’s important and 
filter out the rest. 

59:00 Final thoughts?  “I’m just sad we left when we did. We were in Cyprus 
for 40 years?  Afghanistan for 12?  In one, we were making a helluva 
difference.  Afghanistan. In the other we were an income source for the 
Greeks and Turks.  We shouldn’t have left.  From an army perspective, 
the change from 2005 to now… huge.  The reaffirmation in the use of 
armour. Soldiers being soldiers again.  Real lessons adopted.  It was the 
most important thing we’ve done since the Second World War.  I’m sad 
we left when we did.  Those people could have used another 10 years.” 

1:00:50 Lessons fading already?  Those lessons about a ready to reinforce 
Reserve system, annual checks on basic soldier skills etc.  Money, time 
and commitment was not a problem. But after the war, the liability way 
of thinking reasserted itself.  “If we needed people or tanks during the 
war, we got them.  I was in a Gwagen without a turret.  They got me an 
RG31 within months.  A rapid response to situations.”  But now we’ve 
scaled back the training, equipment is rusting out.  And we’ll be called 
upon again.  Where’s the doctrine for the tactical armoured patrol 
vehicle.  “An army needs to be ready to fight, but we’ve lost it already.  
Hard to motivate people.  We’re going back to the 1980s when we were 
a mess of an army.” 

1:03:50 But even equipment was better in the 1980s—Cougars and Grizzlies?  
But training was aligned in the 1990s, but his soldiers aren’t trained on 
the same vehicle platform, so they have to retrain before they can 
reinforce the Regular Force.  “It’s a bad plan.  We’ll knit ourselves a tank 
if we have to.” 

 Additional visuals desired: 
 

 


